BOOK REVIEWS 579 thesis of the book is that "The active use of big muscles is essential to the health of individuals. These activities are not secured in the home, on the street, or in ordinary business. Big muscle activities are essential to the development of vocational and other kinds of skill. The higher levels of the nervous system depend for their health and stability upon the organic development of the middle and lower levels of the nervous system. Big muscle activity in physical recreation is an essential part of emotional control in relation to the formation of character."
This work, The Integrative Nature of the Normal Formation of Urine is a continuation of a previous book, Principles of Renal Function, by the same author. The present publication is divided into three parts, each being published as a separate volume. The first volume contains three sections dealing, respectively, with "General considerations of the renal processes," "The tubular fate of absorbed solids," and "The tubular reabsorption of water." The second volume also consists of three sections entitled, respectively, "The work of the kidney cells," "The resorption of threshold substances in the convoluted tubule," and "Observations on the biophysics of reabsorption." The third volume consists of discussion and summary and is entitled "Systematic Retrospect." This latter volume is a splendid integration of the voluminous material which the author has offered in the previous two volumes.
The considerations presented in these volumes are based, for the most part, on literature which has appeared since the publication of the author's last treatise in 1931, and on a very considerable amount of experimental data obtained in the author's laboratory. Detailed protocols are presented, with complete and lengthy discussion of experimental procedures and results. A consideration of the physical, nervous, and chemical factors concerned with the formation of urine, viewed in the light of previous studies and the author's own work, leads to definite support for that mechanism of urine formation which involves glomerular ultrafiltration followed by tubular resorption. Most of the material has previously appeared in the weeklies published for little groups of serious thinkers, and the author has not been quite successful in connecting the disjointed chapters. It is all propaganda, written in characteristic journalese. The lengthy chapter on the promotion of a well-known brand of cigarettes is obviously dragged in for the sensation it might create, and Mr. Rorty was quite disappointed that his villain did not accept the twenty-five thousand dollar bribe; it all has little to do with the subject under discussion. Where there is no muck-raking, the book presents a fairly clear discussion of some of the problems of medical care, but everyone will not be impressed by the somewhat distorted conclusions. There are a few unfortunate errors in the statement of facts.
